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32.1. CHOOSE A SUFFIX: 
Select the suffix from the following list to complete the unfinished word in each sentence. A suffix is the last part of a word.  
 

-ize   -ness   -al   -able   -less   -ly 
 

Sandy was strict...ly... against his idea. 

Bruce is absolutely fear............. . 

His elder brother is known for his rude.............. . 

Alice, the social worker, was known for her kind.................... . 

I will definite............ finish my work by 5 pm.  

When computers became port............. , a whole new industry was born. 

Scarlett was always fixing things. She had great mechanic............ ability. 

Julian was practical............. out of money. So I lent him forty dollars. 

This secret is strict.............. between us. 

At the meeting, Kevin was asked to summar............... the results.  

Fortunately, the large furniture we bought was mov.............. . 

 
32.2. HOMONYMS - SELECT THEM FROM THE LIST TO COMPLETE THE SENTENCE: 
The word homonym comes from the Greek. It means "having the same name". 

 

 
Though the Matterhorn is not the highest ...peak... of the Alps, it is probably the best known.  
Every few minutes we could hear the workmen say, “Don’t ......................... over the tools.” 
He said he could be a great competitor in softball if only he had a good ..................... .  
She told me she felt  ..................... . 
Then she saw Alan flirting with Denise. That’s why she ....................... the party furiously.  
A ........................ flew into our attic. I had never seen a flying mammal before.  
It was very .................... of you to show me the way to Mendocino.  
I thought the bike was priced right. I told Anthony that the price was ........................... . 
“Jeu de Paume” is a ball game, a .........................of tennis. 
Americans call the horizontal surface on a cap that shades the eyes visor, in Britain it is a ..................... .  
A big .............................. turned the boat around. 
From the 13th to the 18th century, there was held a six-week trading festival every year attracting 
merchants from all over Europe. This was the famous Scarborough ....................... . 
 

bark a dog’s sound the hard surface of a 
tree  bat 

the only 
mammal that 
can fly 

a club or heavy stick used in 
sports 

fair reasonable an entertainment or 
exhibit  fine not coarse well 

grave needing 
serious thought 

a hole dug in the 
ground for a coffin  kind type caring 

left departed opposite of right  peak pointed top of a 
mountain tip of a hat 

trip stumble of fall journey  wave motion with 
hand 

a ridge of water travelling 
into shore 


